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FOREWORD 115 

1) The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) is a worldwide organization for standardization comprising 116 
all national electrotechnical committees (IEC National Committees). The object of IEC is to promote 117 
international co-operation on all questions concerning standardization in the electrical and electroni c fields. To 118 
this end and in addition to other activities, IEC publishes International Standards, Technical Specifications, 119 
Technical Reports, Publicly Available Specifications (PAS) and Guides (hereafter referred to as “IEC 120 
Publication(s)”). Their preparation is entrusted to technical committees; any IEC National Committee interested 121 
in the subject dealt with may participate in this preparatory work. International, governmental and non -122 
governmental organizations liaising with the IEC also participate in th is preparation. IEC collaborates closely 123 
with the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) in accordance with conditions determined by 124 
agreement between the two organizations.  125 

2) The formal decisions or agreements of IEC on technical matters express, as nearly as possible, an international 126 
consensus of opinion on the relevant subjects since each technical committee has representation from all 127 
interested IEC National Committees.  128 

3) IEC Publications have the form of recommendations for international use and are accepted by IEC National 129 
Committees in that sense. While all reasonable efforts are made to ensure that the technical content of IEC 130 
Publications is accurate, IEC cannot be held responsible for the way in which they are used or for any 131 
misinterpretation by any end user. 132 

4) In order to promote international uniformity, IEC National Committees undertake to apply IEC Publications 133 
transparently to the maximum extent possible in their national and regional publications. Any divergence 134 
between any IEC Publication and the corresponding national or regional publication shall be clearly indicated in 135 
the latter. 136 

5) IEC itself does not provide any attestation of conformity. Independent certification bodies provide conformity 137 
assessment services and, in some areas, access to IEC marks of conformity. IEC is not responsible for any 138 
services carried out by independent certification bodies. 139 

6) All users should ensure that they have the latest edition of this publication.  140 

7) No liability shall attach to IEC or its directors, employees, servants or agents including individual experts and 141 
members of its technical committees and IEC National Committees for any personal injury, property damage or 142 
other damage of any nature whatsoever, whether direct or indirect, or  for costs (including legal fees) and 143 
expenses arising out of the publication, use of, or reliance upon, this IEC Publication or any other IEC 144 
Publications.  145 

8) Attention is drawn to the Normative references cited in this publication. Use of the referenced  publications is 146 
indispensable for the correct application of this publication.  147 

9) Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this IEC Publication may be the subject of 148 
patent rights. IEC shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights. 149 

International Standard IEC 61968-5 has been prepared by IEC technical committee 57: Power 150 

System Control and Associated Communications. 151 

The text of this standard is based on the following documents:  152 

FDIS Report on voting 

XX/XX/FDIS XX/XX/RVD 

 153 

Full information on the voting for the approval of this standard can be found in the report on 154 

voting indicated in the above table. 155 

This publication has been drafted in accordance with the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2.  156 
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A list of all parts in the IEC 61968 series, published under the general title Application 157 

integration at electric utilities – System interfaces for distribution management , can be found 158 

on the IEC website. 159 

The committee has decided that the contents of this publication will remain unchanged until 160 

the stability date indicated on the IEC web site under "http://webstore.iec.ch" in the data 161 

related to the specific publication. At this date, the publication will be  162 

• reconfirmed, 163 

• withdrawn, 164 

replaced by a revised edition or amended.  165 
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INTRODUCTION 166 

Technology advancements in various types of distributed energy resources (DER), have 167 

driven increases in their evaluation and employment by utilities, consumers, and third parties. 168 

These DER are often connected to the grid at the distribution level where their presence in 169 

large scale or volume could be disruptive if not designed, integrated, and managed properly.  170 

Inverters, the power converter circuits that integrate DER to the grid, are highly-capable 171 

devices with fast power controls and no inherent inertia such that they can respond quickly to 172 

commands and local conditions.  Even small-scale inverters tend to have processing and 173 

memory resources and can support a variety of communication protocols and advanced 174 

functions. Over the last few years, industry efforts have defined a wide range of standard grid -175 

supportive functions that inverters may provide and standard communication protocols that 176 

allow these functions to be remotely monitored and managed.  177 

If these inverter capabilities can be properly exposed and integrated into traditional utility 178 

system operations, high penetration DER can be transformed from problematic uncertainties 179 

to beneficial tools for distribution management. To achieve these poten tial benefits, it must be 180 

possible not just to communicate to individual DER devices using standard protocols, but also 181 

for the systems that manage DER, referred to herein as DER Management System or 182 

“DERMS”, to effectively inform other software applications regarding the resources available 183 

and to exchange information that allows the DER to be managed effectively. Additionally, due 184 

to scale of some devices, to optimize the management of DER they are managed in 185 

aggregate, referred hereafter as “DER group management”.   186 

Traditionally, distribution systems have been operated without extensive controls or 187 

centralized management. More advanced systems may have On-Load Tap Changing 188 

transformers (LTCs) at substations, line regulators, and/or capacitor banks that o perate to 189 

help optimize distribution voltage and reactive power flow.  In many cases, these devices may 190 

be fixed or configured to operate autonomously.  In a growing number of cases, however, a 191 

more central Distribution Management System (DMS) has been used to coordinate their 192 

behaviour for a more optimized overall effect.  DMS functionality may reside at the utility 193 

operations centre, where single, large-scale software manages many circuits, or it may reside 194 

in a more limited fashion at the substation or other level, where smaller-scale systems act to 195 

manage individual feeders or circuits.   196 

Regardless of the scenario, the present generation of DMS systems is not designed to take 197 

advantage of the capabilities that DER may offer.  In most cases, DER support within a DMS 198 

is limited to monitoring the output of “utility scale” DERs (> one megawatt).  In addition, 199 

existing industry standards define advanced functions for DER only at the individual device 200 

level, and lack the more aggregated, feeder-level representations that are useful for 201 

enterprise integration.  202 

This document develops appropriate enterprise-level functions for the integration of 203 

distributed energy resources.  These functions are intended to work in conjunction with the 204 

common functions for smart inverters that have previously been defined.   205 

The high-level use cases that are covered include management of DER group membership, 206 

DER group status monitoring, DER group forecasting, and dispatching of real andreactive 207 

power and other capabilities of managing DER as aggregated groups.  208 

The IEC 61968 standard, taken as a whole, defines interfaces for the major elements of 209 

interface architecture for Distribution Management Systems (DMS). Part 1: Interface 210 

Architecture and General Recommendations , identifies and establishes requirements for 211 

standard interfaces based on an Interface Reference Model (IRM). Parts 3 -9 of this standard 212 

define interfaces relevant to each of the major business functions described by the Interface 213 

Reference Model.  214 

As used in IEC 61968, a DMS consists of various distributed application components for the 215 

utility to manage electrical distribution networks. These capabilities include monitoring and 216 

control of equipment for power delivery, management processes to ensure system reliability, 217 

voltage management, demand-side management, outage management, work management, 218 

automated mapping and facilities management.  219 
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This set of standards is limited to the definition of interfaces and is implementation 220 

independent.  They provide for interoperability among different computer systems, platforms, 221 

and languages.  Methods and technologies used to implement functionality conforming to 222 

these interfaces are considered outside of the scope of these standards; only the  interface 223 

itself is specified in these standards. 224 
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 APPLICATION INTEGRATION AT ELECTRIC UTILITIES –  225 

SYSTEM INTERFACES FOR DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT – 226 

 227 

Part 5: Distributed energy optimization 228 

 229 

Scope 230 

The scope of this part of IEC 61968 is the description of a set of functions that are needed for 231 

enterprise integration of DERMS functions. These exchanges are most likely between a 232 

DERMS and a DMS. However, since this is an enterprise integration standard which may 233 

leverage IEC 61968-100:2013 for application integration (using web services or JMS) or other 234 

loosely-coupled implementations, there are no technical limitations for systems with which a 235 

DERMS might exchange information. Also, it should be noted that a DERMS might 236 

communicate with individual DER using a variety of standards and protocols such as IEC 237 

61850, IEEE 2030.5, Distribution Network Protocol (DNP), Sunspec Modbus, or perhaps Open 238 

Field Message Bus (OpenFMB). One role of the DERMS is to manage this disparity a nd 239 

complexity of communications on the behalf of the system operator. However, the 240 

communication to individual DER is out of scope of this standard. Readers should look to 241 

those standards to understand communication to individual DER ’s smart inverter.  242 

The scope will be limited to the following use case categories: 243 

• DER group creation – a mechanism to manage DER in aggregate 244 

• DER group maintenance – a mechanism to add, remove, or modify the members 245 

and/or aggregated capabilities of a given group of DER 246 

• DER group deletion – removing an entire group 247 

• DER group status monitoring – a mechanism for quantifying or ascertaining the 248 

current capabilities and/or status of a group of DER 249 

• DER group forecast – a mechanism for predicting the capabilities and/or status of a 250 

group of DER for a given time period in the future 251 

• DER group dispatch – a mechanism for requesting that specified capabilities of a 252 

group of DER be dispatched to the grid 253 

• DER group voltage ramp rate control – a mechanism for requesting that a DER group 254 

following a ramp rate curve 255 

• DER group connect/disconnect – a mechanism to request that DER either isolate 256 

themselves, or reconnect to the grid as needed 257 

To support use cases in the preceding categories, this document specifies the following data 258 

requirements (profiles) as shown in Table 1 below: 259 

Table 0-1 – IEC 61968-5 Profiles 260 

DERGroups DERGroupQueries 

DERGroupStatuses DER GroupStatusQueries 

DERGroupForecasts DERGroupForecastQueries 

DERGroupDispatches DERGroupQueries 

The profiles in the left column of Table 1 are the "base" DER profiles and appear in the 261 

Payload section of IEC 61968-100 compliant messages. Those in the right column of Table 1 262 
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are the "query" profiles that appear in the Request section of IEC 61968-100 compliant 263 

messages and are used to specify the query parameters  when using the "get" CIM verb. 264 

Additionally, this specification uses existing IEC 61968-9:2013, Application integration at 265 

electric utilities - System interfaces for distribution management - Part 9: Interfaces for meter 266 

reading and control profiles, as shown in Table 2, which are used for passing event 267 

information and for the DER group connect/disconnect use cases. There are no extensions 268 

made to these profiles, only the data specific to these use cases is passed.  269 

Table 0-2 – IEC 61968-9 Profiles 270 

EndDeviceControls 

EndDeviceEvents 

 271 

In a departure from prior IEC 61968 standards, this document supports specification of both a 272 

"constrained" and an "unconstrained" version of each of the "base" profiles. The "constrained" 273 

versions have a greater number of non-optional data elements and are intended for use with 274 

the "create" and "created" CIM verbs. The "unconstrained" versions have all or almost all of 275 

the CIM elements defined as optional, which is required to support operations involving the 276 

"change", "changed", "delete", "deleted" and "get" CIM verbs.   277 

This part of IEC 61968 contains the clauses listed in Table 3. 278 

Table 3 – Document overview for IEC 61968-5 279 

Clause Title Purpose 

1.  Scope The scope and purpose of the document are described.   

2.  References (Normative and 
Informative) 

Documents that contain provisions which, through reference in 
this text, constitute provisions of this International Standard.  

3.  Terms, definitions, and 
abbreviations 

Establish the common terms used in this specification.  

4.  Document Conventions Message types related to the exchange of information for 
documents related to maintenance and construction.  

5.  DER Enterprise Integration Use 
Cases 

The specific requirements for and details of the message 
exchanges based on the use cases. Description of general 
approach to the DER enterprise integration message type 
terms and the static information. 

 280 

Normative references 281 

The following documents, in whole or in part, are normatively referenced in this document and 282 

are indispensable for its application. For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For 283 

undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document (including any 284 

amendments) applies. 285 

IEC 60050-300, International Electrotechnical Vocabulary - Electrical and electronic 286 

measurements and measuring instruments  287 

IEC TS 61968-2, Application integration at electric utilities - System interfaces for distribution 288 

management – Glossary 289 

IEC 61968-9:2013, Application integration at electric utilities - System interfaces for 290 

distribution management - Part 9: Interfaces for meter reading and control 291 

IEC 61968-11, Application integration at electric utilities - System interfaces for distribution 292 

management - Part 11: Common information model (CIM) extensions for distribution  293 
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IEC 61968-100:2013, Application integration at electric utilities - System interfaces for 294 

distribution management - Part 100: Implementation profiles  295 

IEC 61970-301, Energy management system application program interface (EMS-API) - Part 296 

301: Common information model (CIM) base  297 

IEC TR 62051, Electricity metering - Glossary of terms 298 

IEC 62055-31, Electricity metering - Payment systems - Part 31: Particular requirements - 299 

Static payment meters for active energy (classes 1 and 2)  300 

IEC TR 62357-1:2016, Power systems management and associated information exchange - 301 

Part 1: Reference architecture 302 

IEEE 1547-2018, IEEE Standard for Interconnection and Interoperability of Distributed Energy 303 

Resources with Associated Electric Power Systems Interfaces 304 

Terms, definitions and abbreviated terms 305 

For the purposes of this document, the terms and definitions given in IEC 60050-300, IEC TS 306 

61968-2, IEC TR 62051 and IEC 62055-31, and the following apply. 307 

ISO and IEC maintain terminological databases for use in standardization at the following 308 

addresses: 309 

• IEC Electropedia: available at http://www.electropedia.org/ 310 

• ISO Online browsing platform: available at http://www.iso.org/obp 311 

Where there is a difference between the definitions in this document and those contained in 312 

other referenced IEC standards, then those defined in IEC TS 61968-2 shall take precedence 313 

over the others listed, and those defined in this document shall take precedence over those 314 

defined in IEC TS 61968-2. 315 

3.1 Terms and definitions 316 

3.2  317 

Distributed Energy Resource Management System (DERMS) 318 

The system which, on the behalf of other interested systems, manages the communications 319 

and control of individual Distributed Energy Resource (DER (and may do this with a variety of 320 

field message protocols), and aggregates this information and communicates with other utility 321 

systems, such as a DMS.  322 

 323 

3.3 Abbreviated terms 324 

 325 

CIM  Common Information Model 326 

DER  Distributed Energy Resource(s) 327 

DERMS Distributed Energy Resources Management System 328 

DMS   Distribution Management System 329 

EMS  Energy Management System 330 

IEC   International Electrotechnical Commission 331 

UML  Unified modelling language 332 

UUID  Universally unique identifier 333 

XSD  XML Schema Definition 334 

AMI  Advanced Metering Infrastructure 335 

http://www.iso.org/obp
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 336 

Conventions   337 

4.1     338 

UML diagrams 339 

 340 

This document uses standard UML behavioural diagrams, specifically, sequence diagrams to 341 

illustrate the integration between the DERMS and other enterprise or hosted systems that 342 

desire to exchange information with the DERMS, or from enterprise systems to hosted or 343 

distributed DERMS. 344 

 345 

4.2     346 

Units of measure in DER enterprise integration profiles 347 

 348 

The IEC 61968-5 profiles contain elements specifying active, reactive, apparent power , and 349 

voltage. The units of measure for these quantities are kW, kVAr, kVA,  and V respectively. 350 

DERMS characteristics 351 

At a high level a DERMS has four characteristics:  352 

• Aggregation – The DERMS facilitates the grouping of individual DER, into an 353 

aggregated resource. 354 

• Simplication – The DERMS handles the granular details of DER settings and presents 355 

simple services to the system operator.  356 

• Optimization – The DERMS should optimize the use of DER within various groups to 357 

get the desired outcome at minimal cost and maximum power quality. Additionally, if 358 

managing heterogenous types of DER within a group, the DERMS should know how to 359 

best leverage the individual DER to get a specified outcome. This may involve equally 360 

spreading a request across all the individual DER in a group, or having an algorithm 361 

that determines how to best serve a request  362 

• Translation - Individual DER may speak different languages, depending on their type 363 

and scale. DERMS should handle these diverse languages, and present to the 364 

upstream calling entity in a cohesive way. 365 

However, the reader should remember that the scope of this specification is not for how the 366 

DERMS behaves, or how it manages communication to individual DER, but is specifically the 367 

communication between a DERMS and other enterprise systems or  third-parties in a 368 

business-to-business (B2B) mode of operation. Further, the reader should not impute any 369 

business logic within these messages. This specification makes no recommendation as to the 370 

soundess of any given implementation. For example, no recommendation is made as to the 371 

worthiness of any given DER to be in group with other types of DER based-on location or 372 

capability. This sort of business logic should be contained within a DERMS, and not 373 

proscribed in the associated messages. 374 

DER enterprise integration use cases 375 

5.1 General 376 

The DERMS works with groups of DER so that requests made of the DERMS for behaviour in 377 

the power system can be handled in aggregate. This aggregation relieves the system operator 378 

from having to manage each DER individually, a situation that becomes more problematic as 379 

DER penetration in the power system continues to increase. To that end these use cases 380 

focus on the creation and maintenance of groups of DER, capability discovery, DER 381 

connect/disconnect, status monitoring and forecasting of these groups, and dispatching of 382 

power and voltage.  383 

Nominally, in a traditional utility, the DERMS may be an edge system similar to an AMI Head -384 

End. Like the AMI Head-End which gets status, events, and measurement data from meters 385 

and may send control messages to the meters, a DERMS gets status from a smart inverter 386 
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and may send control messages (dispatch requests) to the smart inverter. While this is the 387 

nominal configuration, this specification is not prescriptive as to architecture. The DERMS 388 

could be a traditional edge system, it could be subsumed into a DMS, it could be hosted by an 389 

aggregator in the cloud, or it could be a “DERMS in a box” in a substation per Figure 1.  390 

This architecture assumes that there is a smart inverter that can be communicated with. There 391 

are instances where DER is in the distribution network but is “dumb”, with no ability to be 392 

communicated with. Those types of DER are outside of the scope of this  specification. 393 

 394 

Figure 1 – Architectural options for DERMS deployments 395 

 396 

It should also be emphasized that this specification for enterprise integration is the 397 

appropriate domain per the reference architecture. See Figure 2.  398 

 399 
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 400 

Figure 2 – Reference architecture, IEC TR 62357-1:2016 401 

 402 

Additionally, the scope of this standard is limited to the control functions of DER in aggregate, 403 

and not the market-based motivations or event that might lead to such control.  404 

 405 

As Figure 2 of IEC TR 62357-1:2016 illustrates, the enterprise communication between a 406 

DERMS and other enterprise systems falls into the IEC 61968 domain while communication 407 

between a DERMS and the actual DER (or specifically) the smart inverters attached to the 408 

DER, within the IEC, is the realm of IEC 61850, although other standards and protocols are 409 

also used such as IEEE 1815 (DNP), IEEE 2030.5, Sunspec Modbus, and OpenFMB. CIM-410 

based integration could also be accomplished as documented in IEC 62325-301 and IEC 411 

62361-100. 412 

 413 

As the work that led to the creation of IEC 61850-90-7 concluded, a group of industry 414 

stakeholders was convened to determine the needs of distribution operators. It was 415 

determined that operators, as DER penetration in the distribution grid increased, did not want 416 

to manage the communication with individual DER, but rather, communicate with a 417 

management system to manage DER in aggregate; that managing the DER in aggregate 418 

would require enterprise integration to facilitate “conversations” with other enterprise systems 419 

such as a DMS or GIS.  420 

 421 

The use cases covered in this document are: 422 

• DER group creation  423 

• DER group maintenance 424 

• DER group status and monitoring 425 

• DER group forecasting 426 

• DER group dispatch 427 

• DER group voltage ramp rate control 428 

• DER group connect/disconnect 429 
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• DER group capability discovery 430 

  431 

5.2 DER Group Creation 432 

5.2.1.1 General 433 

The process for identifying the intended set of DER is a necessary precursor to the other DER 434 

group functions.  Maintenance of this grouping is also necessary so that it becomes possible 435 

to monitor and manage DER at a higher level, with a focus on the attributes, impacts, and 436 

opportunities as they relate to the distribution system rather than individual DER plants or 437 

devices.   438 

 439 

5.2.1.2 Grouping Requirements 440 

The enterprise integration interest group identified the requirements and constraints shown in 441 

Table 4 for the identification of sets of DER.  442 

Table 4 – DER Grouping Functional Requirements 443 

Requirement Description 

GR:1 
 
Group Size 

“Groups” of one or of many must be possible.   

GR:2 
 
Grouping by 
power system 
level 

Under various circumstances and use cases, the ability to monitor and 
manage DER at varying levels of the power system may be needed, 
including: 

• By Substation 

• By Circuit/Bus 

• By Feeder 

• By Feeder Segment (contiguous conductor between switches)  

• By Island or micro-grid (campus, industrial facility)  

• By Individual Device 

• By Lat/Lon Rectangle 

GR:3 
 
Grouping 
according to 
other 
attributes 

Under various circumstances and use cases, the ability to monitor and 
manage DER at varying levels of the power system may be needed, 
including: 

• By Circuit Phase - For example, a DMS could define separate groups 
for single phase DER that are connected to A, B, and C phases, and 
could request the status of these individually.   

• By DER Type – For example a DMS could create separate groups for 
PV systems, battery storage systems, EVs, or any other DER type.   

• By DER Owner – For example, all the DER owned by the utility, or a 
particular customer, could be viewed and managed collectively. 

• By program enrolment or contractual arrangement. 

• Any combination of aggregation level or additional attributes.  

 444 

5.2.1.3 Challenges posed by dynamic distribution system configurations 445 

Initially, it was considered that within each monitoring request or management command, one 446 

could pass information identifying the power system level -of-aggregation, such as substation, 447 

feeder, etc, as identified in Table 4.  This consideration was based on the notion that each 448 

DER could be associated with a certain substation, feeder, segment, etc.  However, this 449 

approach was found to be impractical in many circumstances due to the potentially dynamic 450 

nature of distribution circuit configurations.  The problem is illustrated in the following figures.  451 

 452 

Figure 3 illustrates a simple radial feeder that emanates from a single substation and 453 

continues, through a series of switches, to an end-of-line.  In such a case, it would be 454 

possible to associate, for example, DER2 with Substation 1, Feeder 100, and Line Segment 455 

2000.   456 
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 457 

 458 

Figure 3 – Example of simple radial feeder 459 

 460 

 461 

Figure 4 illustrates a more complex arrangement in which two substations are involved.  As 462 

shown, an open switch is separating the system into two sec tions, one associated with each 463 

substation.  In arrangements of this type, different switches can be opened or closed, shifting 464 

segments of line (load and DER) from one substation to another.  In scenarios such as this, 465 

DER cannot be statically associated with a given substation, and the concept of a “feeder” is 466 

dynamically defined by the switch positions.  467 

 468 

Figure 4 – Example of feeder with alternate substation 469 

 470 

Figure 5 presents a further degree of complexity; a distribution network in which multiple 471 

substations are involved and the distribution grid may be fed by any one or even multiple 472 

substations.  Arrangements of this type are not yet common but do exist and further illustrate 473 

the difficulty faced in attempting to associate DER with a particular substation, feeder, or line 474 

segment.   475 
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 476 

Figure 5 – Example of an interconnected distribution network 477 

 478 

Entities wishing to monitor or manage DER will pass information that can be used by the 479 

providing entity to determine which DER should be impacted or represented in the response.  480 

Status responses will provide information aggregated for the range of DER in dicated by the 481 

request.   482 

5.2.1.4 Challenges posed by enterprise information models 483 

An inspection of the IEC Common Information Model (CIM) indicated that the dynamic nature 484 

of distribution circuit configurations has been recognized previously and that devices, wh ether 485 

DER or other, are normally identified only with the immediate terminal to which they connect.  486 

Figure 6 illustrates some of the model concepts.  487 

 488 
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 489 

Figure 6 – Common Information Model illustration 490 

 491 

Although DER are not shown in this diagram, they may be thought  of similarly to the yellow 492 

circle which represents an Energy Consumer.  As shown in the diagram legend, the electri cal 493 

connections to an element of the model are called “Terminals” and terminals are connected 494 

together by “Connectivity Nodes”.   495 

 496 

The CIM defines an “AC line segment”, but this is not the same as what was discussed as line 497 

segments in Figures 3 through 5. In the CIM, an “AC Line Segment” is a length of conductor 498 

carrying the same current throughout its length, with no load or generation along the way.  In 499 

other words, at each point where a load or generation device is connected, a “Connectivity 500 

Node” exists in the model, with separate AC Line Segments before and after the node.  This 501 

level of detail allows the model to include impedances and to be used for power flow analysis.   502 

 503 

In this way, the terminals of individual elements are constant attributes, and  the sense of 504 

being part of a “feeder” or “substation” is computed only dynamically, by processing the model 505 

from one connectivity node to another.  506 
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5.2.1.5 Using arbitrarily-defined groups for DER aggregation 507 

In view of the challenges identified in the previous section, an approach using arbitrarily-508 

definable groups was developed.  The basic idea is to precede DER monitoring or 509 

management messages with a process to define a grouping of DER.  This will make it 510 

possible for any application to define groupings of DER according to whatever rationale is of 511 

interest to that application.  It also makes it possible for the entity providing the DER service 512 

(e.g. a DERMS) to not be required to read-in and process the real-time connectivity model. 513 

The approach illustrated in Figure 7 involves a request/reply interaction in which a DERGroup 514 

is defined by one entity (e.g. the Group Forming entity such as a DMS) and provided to one or 515 

more Group Acknowledging entities (e.g. one or more DERMS).   516 

 517 

Figure 7 – Request/Reply message exchange pattern for the creation of a DERGroup 518 

 519 

This interaction, which is accomplished using the "constrained" version of the DERGroups 520 

profile found in Clause A.1 could occur immediately before another transaction, such as a 521 

DER Status request and reply, or any time prior.  522 

 523 

Figure 8 depicts an alternate messaging approach for the same scenario. This example uses 524 

a notification message (referred to in IEC 61968-100 as an Event Stereotype message) rather 525 

than a request/reply message interaction. 526 

 527 
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 528 

Figure 8 – Notification message exchange pattern for the creation of a DERGroup 529 

 530 

Once again, this transaction is accomplished using the "constrained" version of the 531 

DERGroups profile found in Clause A.1. Note that the CIM verb has changed from "create" to 532 

"created". Presumably, the Group Acknowledging Entity  (in this case an EMS or DMS) would 533 

instantiate the DER Group following receipt of the notification message; however, in this 534 

interaction pattern the Group Forming Entity does not receive confirmation that the Group 535 

Acknowledging Entity successfully instantiated the group.  536 

  537 

Either of the illustrated messaging patterns supports the creation of groups that relate to any 538 

level of aggregation desired, including by substation, feeder, line segment, or other, as 539 

required in Table 4.  This approach is not prescriptive of a specific integration approach, 540 

allowing, for example: 541 

 542 

• A DERMS could process the system model and define its own groupings but does not 543 

require it to do so.   544 

• A DMS could define the specific groups that are of interest to its processes.  This 545 

could include different groupings that would be associated with various power system 546 

configurations.  For example, in the circuit arrangement illustrated in Figure 4, a DMS 547 

could define one group for all DER connected to Substation 1 (along the blue line) and 548 

another for all DER connected to Substation 2 (along the red line).  If the open switch 549 

along this line is then closed and a different switch opened, then two different groups 550 

could be defined to represent that alternative circuit configuration.  551 

 552 

Please note that in the CIM and in IEC 61968-5 profiles, DERGroups are instances of the CIM 553 

EndDeviceGroup object. Likewise, individual DER (the members of a group) are instances of 554 

the CIM EndDevice object. The EndDevice class is a generic representation of field devices, 555 

and the EndDeviceGroup class provides a mechanism to group them. These classes were 556 

originally defined in IEC 61968-9 and leveraged for DER group management.  557 

 558 

A note on the use of mRID, timestamp, or other header elements in the XML “snippets” : 559 

These header attributes are used for identification of the data profile that is exchanged 560 

between sending and receiving systems. For the definition, use, and components of well -561 

formed message integration ptterns, the reader is referred to IEC 61968-100:2013.  562 

5.3 Maintenance of DERGroups  563 

5.3.1.1 General 564 

Once a group is created then any system could initiate an action to update the DER Group  by 565 

adding, removing, or updating information about one or more members or capabilities. This is 566 
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accomplished using the "unconstrained" version of the DERGroups profile found in Clause 567 

A.2. The unconstrained version is used so that only the elements of the DERGroup that are 568 

added, modified or deleted need be included in the message.  569 

 570 

Adding and or modifying members and/or capabilities is a straightforward process using the 571 

CIM "change" verb and the DERGroups profile, as illustrated in the first of the two interactions 572 

in Figure 9. 573 

 574 

 575 

Figure 9 – Message exchange patterns to support adding or modifying DERGroup 576 

membership or capabilities, or deleting a group member 577 

  578 

Removing an individual DER or a capability from a DER group requires the use of the 579 

“execute” CIM verb and the OperationSet, as illustrated in the second of the two interactions 580 

in Figure 9. Additional information concerning the use of Operation Sets can be found in 581 

Annex C. 582 

 583 

Deleting an entire DER group is another straightforward process, this time using the CIM 584 

"delete" verb and the DERGroups profile, as illustrated in Figure 10.  585 

 586 

 587 
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 588 

Figure 10 – Message exchange pattern reflecting deleting an entire DER group (delete)  589 

 590 

Please note that although not illustrated, the DER group maintenance functions can also 591 

utilize event stereotype messages, like the example in Subclause 5.1.  592 

 593 

5.3.1.2 DER Group Maintenance Example 594 

 595 

Assume that a DER group exists with a Names.name value of “Group A”. This group has three 596 

members, for the purposes of this example; they have the mRIDs and active power 597 

capabilities as shown in Table 5. The total active power capability of Group A would therefore 598 

be 19.5 kW. 599 

 600 

Table 5 – Example DER Group A membership before update 601 

DER member mRID Maximum 
Capability 

cabb102d-4ab6-42ff-b30b-b2a70922a929 2.5 kW 

2cb43245-ed67-4751-b09c-028a0e65e004 5 kW 

94928710-2ad2-4a0f-8f12-c6304c1e5b19 12 kW 

   602 

 603 

The record of this group and respective members is stored in the DERMS. A system operator 604 

of a DMS determines that a new DER has been installed in the distribution network and 605 

decides to add this DER to Group A. This new DER with has an mRID of “3092d3ae-c57e-606 

4079-a4d4-543d024eea8c” and a maximum active power capability rated as 5 kW. The DMS 607 

would send a message using the change verb and the DERGroups noun, as illustrated in the 608 

first interaction in Figure 9.  609 

 610 

If XML is being used as the data serialization format, the following is an example XML snippet 611 

for this change request message is as follows: 612 

 613 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 614 

<!--Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v2015 rel. 4 sp1 (x64) (http://www.altova.com)--> 615 

<RequestMessage xmlns="http://iec.ch/TC57/2011/schema/message" 616 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns:n1="http://www.altova.com/samplexml/other-617 

namespace" xsi:schemaLocation="http://iec.ch/TC57/2011/schema/message Message.xsd"> 618 

 <Header> 619 

  <Verb>change</Verb> 620 

  <Noun>DERGroups</Noun> 621 

  <Timestamp>2016-07-21T12:31:01-06:00</Timestamp> 622 

  <MessageID>9f5e5644-7b5f-491a-b69a-077b6807b8c8</MessageID> 623 
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  <CorrelationID>a9aca27b-1bc1-4749-a729-c7cf40c86c4b</CorrelationID> 624 

 </Header> 625 

 <Payload> 626 

  <DERGroups xmlns="http://iec.ch/TC57/2016/DERGroups#" 627 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 628 

xsi:schemaLocation="http://iec.ch/TC57/2016/DERGroups# DERGroups.xsd"> 629 

   <EndDeviceGroup> 630 

    <DispatchablePowerCapability> 631 

     <maxActivePower>24.5</maxActivePower> 632 

    </DispatchablePowerCapability> 633 

    <EndDevices> 634 

     <mRID>3092d3ae-c57e-4079-a4d4-543d024eea8c</mRID> 635 

    </EndDevices> 636 

    <Names> 637 

     <name>Group A</name> 638 

    </Names> 639 

   </EndDeviceGroup> 640 

  </DERGroups> 641 

 </Payload> 642 

</RequestMessage> 643 

 644 

The Names.name identifier of "Group A" is used so that the DERMS will know which DER 645 

group is being updated. Upon receipt of the message the DERMS would examine the 646 

contents, see that a new member was being added (by virtue of a new DER identifier that 647 

does not exist in the current group) and update the group with this new member capturing the 648 

identifier and adding this member’s capability to the group's capability. DER Group A would 649 

now have four members and a total maximum active power capability of 24.5 kW, as 650 

illustrated in Table 6.  651 

 652 

 653 

Table 6 – Example DER Group A after adding a fourth member 654 

DER member mRID Capability 

cabb102d-4ab6-42ff-b30b-b2a70922a929 2.5 kW 

2cb43245-ed67-4751-b09c-028a0e65e004 5 kW 

94928710-2ad2-4a0f-8f12-c6304c1e5b19 12 kW 

3092d3ae-c57e-4079-a4d4-543d024eea8c 5 kW 

 655 

 656 

As a further example suppose that the DMS operator has received notice that DER with mRID  657 

cabb102d-4ab6-42ff-b30b-b2a70922a929, has been taken out of service. The DMS would 658 

send a message to the DERMS to notify it of this action. As previously described, removing a 659 

member requires the use of an OperationSet (if using IEC 61968-100:2013 compliant SOAP 660 

messages).  661 

 662 

If XML is being used as the data serialization format , the following is an example XML snippet 663 

for this change request message: 664 

: 665 

 666 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 667 

<!--Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v2015 rel. 4 sp1 (x64) (http://www.altova.com)--> 668 

<RequestMessage xmlns="http://iec.ch/TC57/2011/schema/message" 669 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns:n1="http://www.altova.com/samplexml/other-670 

namespace" xsi:schemaLocation="http://iec.ch/TC57/2011/schema/message Message.xsd"> 671 

 <Header> 672 

  <Verb>execute</Verb> 673 

  <Noun>OperationSet</Noun> 674 

  <Timestamp>2016-07-21T12:48:33-06:00</Timestamp> 675 

  <MessageID>63154f89-9fed-47f1-9a22-f3394e2aac8a</MessageID> 676 

  <CorrelationID>88a34023-22a5-4c5c-85cc-518a4644e1d3</CorrelationID> 677 

 </Header> 678 

 <Payload> 679 

  <OperationSet> 680 
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   <Operation> 681 

    <operationId>1</operationId> 682 

    <noun>delete</noun> 683 

    <verb>DERGroups</verb> 684 

    <elementOperation>false</elementOperation> 685 

  <DERGroups xmlns="http://iec.ch/TC57/2016/DERGroups#" 686 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 687 

xsi:schemaLocation="http://iec.ch/TC57/2016/DERGroups# DERGroups.xsd"> 688 

   <EndDeviceGroup> 689 

    <EndDevices> 690 

     <mRID>cabb102d-4ab6-42ff-b30b-b2a70922a929</mRID> 691 

    </EndDevices> 692 

    <Names> 693 

     <name>Group A</name> 694 

    </Names> 695 

   </EndDeviceGroup> 696 

  </DERGroups> 697 

   </Operation> 698 

  </OperationSet> 699 

 </Payload> 700 

</RequestMessage> 701 

 702 

The request message contains the mRID of the DER being deleted and the Names.name 703 

identifier of the group (Group A) being modified. Within the OperationSet payload the delete 704 

verb is used and the elementOperation Boolean is set to true.  705 

 706 

Please note that the single Operation within the OperationSet does not provide a mech anism 707 

for updating the maxActivePower capability (which in the example would now be 22.0 kW) 708 

when the DER member is deleted). Updating the capability could be accomplished with a 709 

second Operation within the OperationSet or with a second standalone "change DERGroups" 710 

transaction similar to that shown in the previous example.  711 

 712 

Following execution of the OperationSet transaction, the membership of Group A would be as 713 

shown in Table 7. 714 

Table 7 – Example DER Group A membership after delete 715 

DER member mRID Capability 

2cb43245-ed67-4751-b09c-028a0e65e004 5 kW 

94928710-2ad2-4a0f-8f12-c6304c1e5b19 12 kW 

3092d3ae-c57e-4079-a4d4-543d024eea8c 5 kW 

 716 

5.4 DER Group Queries 717 

Once a group is created then any system may query to get information about group, including 718 

its membership and capabilities. This is accomplished using a "get DERGroups" transaction, 719 

as illustrated in Figure 11.  720 
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 721 

Figure 11 – Message exchange pattern to support querying a DER group 722 

 723 

When using the CIM "get" verb, the query parameters are provided in a special "query profile" 724 

that is placed in the Request rather than the Payload section of the IEC61969 -100 message. 725 

The DERGroupQueries profile can be found in Clause A. 726 

If XML is being used as the data serialization format, the following is an example XML snippet 727 

for this query message: 728 

: 729 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 730 

<!--Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v2015 rel. 4 sp1 (x64) (http://www.altova.com)--> 731 

<RequestMessage xmlns="http://iec.ch/TC57/2011/schema/message" 732 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns:n1="http://www.altova.com/samplexml/other-733 

namespace" xsi:schemaLocation="http://iec.ch/TC57/2011/schema/message Message.xsd"> 734 

 <Header> 735 

  <Verb>get</Verb> 736 

  <Noun>DERGoups</Noun> 737 

  <Timestamp>2016-07-21T13:22:54-06:00</Timestamp> 738 

  <MessageID>94df9ce0-74c3-47ac-b8be-a5f3b0c68447</MessageID> 739 

  <CorrelationID>debcb642-562b-417b-8c9e-4b7c30d3e0c8</CorrelationID> 740 

 </Header> 741 

 <Request> 742 

  <DERGroupQueries xmlns="http://iec.ch/TC57/2016/DERGroupQueries#" 743 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 744 

xsi:schemaLocation="http://iec.ch/TC57/2016/DERGroupQueries# DERGroupQueries.xsd"> 745 

   <EndDeviceGroup> 746 

    <Names> 747 

     <name>Group A</name> 748 

    </Names> 749 

   </EndDeviceGroup> 750 

  </DERGroupQueries> 751 

 </Request> 752 

</RequestMessage> 753 

 754 

The response message returns the details of the DER Group(s) using the same DERGroups 755 

profile used in the create DERGroups examples previously described.  756 

 757 
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5.5 DER Group Status Monitoring 758 

 759 

DER group status is reported using the DERMonitorableParameter class. One or more of 760 

these parameters may be passed in a message, each with a specific DERParameter, and 761 

optionally, a set of corresponding DERCurveData for the respective DERParameter.  762 

 763 

Figure 12 illustrates the messaging interaction for requesting the status of a DER group. 764 

 765 

Figure 12 – Message exchange pattern for DER Group status monitoring (PULL)  766 

The objective in this approach is that a requesting entity (a DMS for example) could request 767 

the status (for a group of DER), and the values for each of the group's capabilities.  This 768 

request portion of this transaction is accomplished using the DERGroupStatusQueries profile , 769 

found in Clause A.6. The response is returned using the unconstrained version of the 770 

DERGroupStatuses profile found in Clause A.5. 771 

Alternatively, the DERMS may choose to broadcast status changes to interested systems, as 772 

illustrated in Figure 13.  773 

 774 
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f  775 

Figure 13 – Message exchange pattern for DER Group status monitoring (PUSH) 776 

This transaction also utilizes the unconstrained version of the DERGroupStatuses profile 777 

found in Clause A.5. 778 

 779 

 780 

5.6 DER Group Forecast 781 

This subclause describes a method by which forecasts of DER availability may be exchanged 782 

between software applications. Forecasts can be provided for any or all of a DER group's 783 

dispatchable power capabilities.   784 

 785 

This function only defines how DER forecast data is exchanged and does not specify how 786 

forecasts are determined.  Some DER forecast-providing entities could, for example, have 787 

access to detailed weather forecast information, including satellite or sky -viewing capabilities 788 

to enable prediction of solar variability.  Others could monitor DER health or analyse historical 789 

data in order to determine forecasts with greater accuracy.  Regardless of the forecasting 790 

methods that may be used, this function only addresses the exchange of the forecast of the 791 

DER availability (e.g., real, reactive and apparent power) and does not address the exchange 792 

of weather or other related data.  793 

 794 

As described in a previous section, the present status for real , reactive and apparent power 795 

and other capabilities may include three parts: a present value, a maximum, and a minimum 796 

range of adjustability.  Forecasting is relevant for the maximum and minimum values. 797 

Forecasting is not relevant for the present value because it is dispatchable and bounded only 798 

by the maximum and minimum.   799 

 800 

Forecasts may involve varying degrees of uncertainty.  To represent this, the forecast for a 801 

given parameter can be described as an envelope, a range of uncertainty, possibly widening 802 

further into the future as the forecast becomes less certain.  The concept is illustrated in 803 

Figure 14.    804 

 805 
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 806 

Figure 8 – Example of points to represent battery storage group forecast 807 

 808 

The present maximum and minimum values are labelled at the left-hand side.  Because they 809 

reflect the present state, they are specific, known values.  But looking into the future, the 810 

forecasts for these quantities may be represented through a widening envelope, as illustrated 811 

by the red shaded areas. 812 

 813 

Forecast consideration of storage systems 814 

 815 

Forecasts for the availability of groups of battery storage DER may also be represented by the 816 

approach described above.   The forecasted availability of these groups, however, may have 817 

a different appearance and would naturally be dependent on the level of dispatch.   818 

As an example, consider a group comprised of three battery storage devices: 819 

 820 

• DER1 10kW 70kWh 821 

• DER2 5kW 20kWh 822 

• DER3 15kW 65kWh 823 

For simplification, this example assumes that each device can charge at the same rate at 824 

which it discharges.   825 

 826 

Figure 15 illustrates how the individual charge availability and discharge availability of these 827 

three devices might appear when viewed as a group.   The aggregate capability of the group 828 

to either charge or discharge is shown to drop in steps as each device’s storage capacity is 829 

filled or depleted.  830 

 831 
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 832 

Figure 9 – Battery DER Group Availability Example 833 

  834 

For battery storage groups, the forecast is inherently a function of the level of dispatch.  In 835 

view of this, the entity making the request for a DER forecast will be able to do so , based on a 836 

hypothetical level of dispatch that is passed in the request.  837 

 838 

Figure 16 illustrates the messaging interaction for requesting a forecast for a DER group.  839 

 840 

 841 

Figure 10 – Message exchange pattern for DER Group forecasting (PULL) 842 
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The objective in this approach is that a requesting entity (DMS for example) could request the  843 

forecast (for a group of DER) and get predicted minimum and maximum values for each of the 844 

group's capabilities for a time period in the future. This request portion of this transaction is 845 

accomplished using the DERGroupForecastQueries profile, found in Annex A.9. The response 846 

is returned using the constrained version of the DERGroupForecasts profile found in Annex 847 

A.7. 848 

Alternatively, the DERMS may choose to broadcast status changes to interested systems , as 849 

illustrated in Figure 17.  850 

 851 

 852 

 853 

Figure 11 Message exchange pattern for DER Group forecasting (PUSH) 854 

This transaction also utilizes the constrained version of the DERGroupForecasts profile found 855 

in Clause A.7. 856 

 857 

A forecast will identify the DER group for which the forecast has been made and using the 858 

DERMonitorableParameter in conjunction with the DispatchSchedule and DERCurveData, 859 

min/max values of the interval for the forecast, as well as the associated confidence (how 860 

likely the forecast will fall within the predicted min/max values).  861 

 862 

For more information on forecasts, please see IEC 62325-451-5:2015, Framework for energy 863 

market communications. 864 

 865 

5.7 DER Group Dispatch 866 

This paragraph describes a method by which the power level of a DER group may be 867 

managed.  This method is in the form of a request that the power for the group be set to a 868 

specified level and dispatched to the grid.   869 

This function is intended to apply between software applications in an enterprise integration 870 

environment.  As such, it does not have direct bearing on how individual DERs within the 871 

group are managed.  For example, if this function requests that the power output from a group 872 

of 10 DER be reduced to a level that is 100 kW less than the present value, it may be 873 

satisfied by each DER being reduced by 10 kW, one DER being reduced by the whole 100 874 

kW, or any other distribution across the group.  The algorithms and methods by which 875 
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individual DER are managed is out of scope of this standard and is viewed as the 876 

responsibility of the entity directly managing the DER, such as a DERMS.  877 

The previously-defined method of using arbitrarily-defined groups is also used for this 878 

function.  It requires that the referenced DER group definition (i.e. the list of which DER make 879 

up the group) is known and agreed-to by both the power-requesting and power-providing 880 

entities.  As described previously, the makeup of the group could have been defined by the 881 

requestor, the provider, or any other entity, and it creation could have been a manual or 882 

automated process.  883 

Figure 18 illustrates a power dispatch sequence.  In addition, this example shows that a 884 

status monitoring request may also follow the dispatch request (shown as the UML “rectangle” 885 

referencing the status monitoring use case); or preceeded by a forecast, so that the 886 

requesting entity may know what range of adjustability is presently possible , and status 887 

monitoring tracks the response to the dispatch.  Group creation (required) and status 888 

monitoring (optional) could occur immediately before the power dispatch (request and reply) 889 

or any time prior. Additionally, although out of scope of IEC 61968, this example shows how 890 

the DERMS communicates with individual DER using whatever protocol the smart inverter for 891 

the particular DER uses.     892 

 893 

 894 

Figure 12 – Example Message exchange pattern for DER group dispatch 895 

The objective in this approach is that a requesting entity (DMS for example) could request the  896 

dispatch of power from a DER group. This request portion of this transaction is accomplished 897 
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using the constrained version of the DERGroupDispatches profile, found in Clause A.10. Note 898 

that each dispatch is for a single capability.  899 

To make the dispatch request the system passes a valid identifier for the DER group, and the 900 

capability and quantity that is desired. For example, if 100 kW of active power was desired, 901 

the requesting system would send the DERMS a request (create DERGroupDispatches) that 902 

had the mRID or Names.name of the DER group (e.g. “Group A”), and a RequestedCapability 903 

with a capabilityKind of "activePower" and a value of 100.  904 

There would normally also be a DERGroupDispatch.mRID or a 905 

DERGroupDispatch.Names.name to identify this request for tracking purposes. The response 906 

is simply an indication of success or failure.  907 

5.8 DER Group Connect/Disconnect 908 

This is a control function by which all DER in a given group may  be disconnected-from or 909 

reconnected-to the grid. Notionally, a DERMS or other entity providing this service could do 910 

so by leveraging the standard “Connect/Disconnect” function that has been identified for 911 

individual DER in the IEC standards (specifically  EndDeviceControl; IEC 61968-9 Meter 912 

Reading and Control) 913 

Use cases for this function could include lockout for grid maintenance, soft shutdown or 914 

restart around planned outages. 915 

Technical approach 916 

The Connect/Disconnect request shall include a simple Boolean indicator of which state is 917 

required. 918 

The connect/disconnect request shall include the following timing parameters:  919 

• A start date/time for the action, or a “now” indicator  920 

• A delay time over which a random delay is to be placed prior to starting the 921 

connect/disconnect action 922 

• A time-window over which the DER group members are to be disconnected or connected 923 

(as linearly as possible given DER sizes) DER Group function discovery 924 

 925 

5.9 DER group capability discovery 926 

This system has information regarding the installed capabilities of individual DER, and the 927 

intelligence to translate this into the functions supported by the group. At some point in time, 928 

a separate application, such as a Distribution Management System seeks to understand the 929 

supported functions of a particular group of DER, and this message is utilized.  930 

Based on a request for supported functions, a DERMS would pass a set of Boolean values for 931 

the following functions: 932 

• Connect/Disconnect 933 

• frequencyWattCurveFunction 934 

• maxRealPower Limiting 935 

• rampRateControl 936 

• reactivePowerDispatch 937 

• realPowerDispatch 938 

• voltageRegulation 939 

• voltVarCurveFunction 940 
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• voltWattCurveFunction 941 

Additionally, the DERNamePlate class has been added to support consistency with IEEE 942 

1547, wherein DER capabilities such as min/max Active Power, Reactive Power, Voltage, and 943 

other operational characteristics are indicated. See Appendix B, DERNameplate class table 944 

for more details.  945 

5.10 DER group voltage regulation function 946 

This is a control function by which DER support for various voltage needs may be requested. 947 

Requesting entities could specify a target voltage or an increase/decrease adjustment. 948 

Requests could be made at any group-level; such as an entire circuit, an individual feeder (or 949 

segment thereof), or a microgrid. 950 

The entity providing this service, for example, a DERMS, could use a variety of settings of 951 

individual DER in order to provide this service. This includes, for example,  adjustments to the 952 

target voltage of various DER, for example, Vnom in IEC 61850-90-7), and turning on/off or 953 

adjusting reactive power functions. Use cases for this function include feeder -level 954 

conservation voltage reduction which might be turned on/off in a dispatchable way to reduce 955 

peak loading. 956 

The “Voltage Regulation” function specifies only the intended result, and not the control 957 

method by which the result is obtained.  958 

Similar to the other dispatch functions, the DERMS can specify a series of X an d Y values in a 959 

ramp rate curve, which would allow for changing values over a period of time, or a single 960 

value that would represent a constant state.  961 
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Annex A 962 

(normative) 963 

 964 

Data Requirements for DERMS profiles  965 

The following tables are the normative data requirements for the DERGroup related profiles. 966 

Complete data definitions can be found in IEC 61968-11, Application integration at electric 967 

utilities - System interfaces for distribution management - Part 11: Common information model 968 

(CIM) extensions for distribution. For a graphical representation of the data model, see CIM 969 

version iec61970cim17v22_iec61968cim13v11_iec62325cim03v14. 970 

The following profiles may have many types of serialization such as XSD, RDF, XML, JSON, 971 

or protobuf. For SOAP or JMS based integration guidance the reader is referred to IEC 972 

61968-100:2013. 973 

All classes inherit from identifiedObject. The mRID attribute is defined as a string, but leading 974 

practice is that mRID should be constrained to a globally unique ID (GUID).  975 

In the following tables, some will be labelled as “constrained” and some will be labelled as 976 

“unconstrained”. This differs from profile development in the past where attempts were made 977 

to create “one size fits all” profiles. Recognizing however, that tighter constraints improves the 978 

chance for interoperability, in some instances constrained profile, which have fewer optional 979 

elements, will be required. Typically unconstrained profiles are used in the response to a 980 

request and since all data elements might not be populated, having more optional elements 981 

allows for an appropriate level of flexibility.  982 

Table A-0-1 IdentifiedObject 983 

Core: IdentifiedObject 

Attribute Type Cardinality Comments 

aliasName string [0..1]  

description string [0..1]  

mRID string [0..1] While a string, the 
string should be 

restricted to a GUID 

name string [0..1]  

In the following tables, profiles are detailed with a combination of attributes and super 984 

classes. A super class is an attribute which is itself, a class, e.g. Status.  985 

 986 

A.1 DERGroups profile (constrained version) 987 

 988 

The DERGroups profile contains one-to-many DERGroup. DERGroup is a specialization of the 989 

EndDeviceGroup class. In the constrained version of this profile, the element DERFunction is 990 

mandatory. 991 

 992 
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Table A-0-2 DERGroups profile 993 

DERGroups  

Attribute Data Type Cardinality Comments 

DERGroups EndDeviceGroup [1..*]  

Profile Attributes  

mRID string [0..1] While a string, the 
string should be 

restricted to a 
GUID 

description string [0..1]  

DERFunction DERFunction [1..1] See Annex B 

EndDevice EndDevice [0..*] See Annex B 

Names Names [0..*] See Annex B 

version Version [0..1]  

 994 

A.2 DERGroups profile (unconstrained version) 995 

In the uncontrained version of this profile, DERFunction is optional.  996 

 997 

Table 3 DERGroups (Unconstrained) Profile 998 

DERGroups  

Attribute Data Type Cardinality Comments 

DERGroups EndDeviceGroup [1..*]  

Profile Attributes  

mRID string [0..1] While a string, the 
string should be 

restricted to a 
GUID 

description string [0..1]  

DERFunction DERFunction [0..1] See Annex B 

EndDevices EndDevices [0..*] See Annex B 

Names Names [0..*] See Annex B 

version Version [0..1] See Annex B 

  999 
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A.3 DERGroupDispatches profile (constrained version) 1000 

In the constrained version of this profile, the attribute EndDeviceGroup is mandatory. 1001 

DERMonitorableParameter is also mandatory. (See Annex B, EndDeviceGroup for 1002 

dispatches).  1003 

 1004 

Table 4 DERGroupDispatches (Unconstrained) Profile 1005 

DERGroupDispatches contains 1-to-many DERGroupDispatch 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality Comments 

DERGroupDispatches DERGroupDispatch [1..*]  

Profile Attributes  

DERGroupDispatch contains the following elements 

mRID string [0..1] While a string, the 
string should be 

restricted to a 
GUID 

EndDeviceGroup EndDeviceGroup [1..1] See Annex B, 
EndDeviceGroup 

for Dispatches 

Names Names [0..*] See Annex B 

 1006 

A.4 DERGroupDispatches profile (unconstrained version) 1007 

In the unconstrained version of this profile, EndDeviceGroup is optional. 1008 

DERMonitorableParameter is also option (See Annex B, EndDeviceGroup for Dispatches).  1009 

 1010 

Table 5 DERGroupDispatches (unconstrained) profile 1011 

DERGroupDispatches contains 1-to-many DERGroupDispatch 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality Comments 

DERGroupDispatches DERGroupDispatch [1..*]  

Profile Attributes 

DERGroupDispatch contains the following elements 

mRID String [0..1] While a string, the 
string should be 

restricted to a 
GUID 

EndDeviceGroup EndDeviceGroup [0..1] See Annex B, 
EndDeviceGroup 

for Dispatches 

Names Names [0..*] See Annex B 

 1012 

 1013 

A.5 DERGroupForecasts (Constrained) 1014 

Used to ask a DERMS for DERGroup forecasts.  In the constrained version of this profile, 1015 

predictionCreationDate and EndDeviceGroup are mandatory.  1016 

 1017 
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Table 6 DERGroupForecast (Constrained) Profile 1018 

DERGroupForecasts contains 1-to-many DERGroupForecast 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality  

DERGroupForecast DERGroupForecast [1..*]  

Profile Attributes  

DERGroupForecast contains the following elements 

mRID String [0..1] While a string, the 
string should be 

restricted to a 
GUID 

predictionCreationDate dateTime [1..1]  

EndDeviceGroup EndDeviceGroup [1..1] See Annex B, 
EndDeviceGroup 

Names Name [0..1]  

 1019 

A.6 DERGroupForecasts (Unconstrained) 1020 

In the unconstrained version of this profile, predictionCreationDate and EndDeviceGroup are 1021 

optional. 1022 

 1023 

Table 7 DERGroupForecast (Unconstrained) Profile 1024 

DERGroupForecasts contains 1-to-many DERGroupForecast 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality  

DERGroupForecast DERGroupForecast [1..*]  

Profile Attributes  

DERGroupForecast contains the following elements 

mRID String [0..1] While a string, the 
string should be 

restricted to a 
GUID 

predictionCreationDate dateTime [0..1]  

EndDeviceGroup EndDeviceGroup [0..1] See Annex B, 
EndDeviceGroup 

Names Name [0..1]  

 1025 

A.7 DERGroupStatuses profile 1026 

 1027 

Table 0-8 DERGroupStatuses profile 1028 

DERGroupStatuses contains 1-to-many DERGroupStatus 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality  

DERGroupStatuses EndDeviceGroup [1..*]  

Profile Attributes 

mRID string [0..1] While a string, the string 
should be restricted to a 

GUID 

DERMonitorableParameter DERMonitorableParameter [1..*] See Annex B, 
DERMonitorableParameter 

Names Name [0..*] See Annex B, Names 

status Status [0..1]  

  1029 
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A.8 EndDeviceControls 1030 

The EndDeviceControls is used for control functions such as indicating to an entire group of 1031 

DER to connect or disconnect. This profile is the same as the source profile in IEC 61968 -1032 

9:2013, Meter Reading and Control.  1033 

 1034 

A.9 DERGroupQueries 1035 

 1036 

This profile is used to request information about a DERGroup. The requesting system simply passes 1037 

along the identifier (mRID, or Names) and the responding systems returns all data for that DERGroup. 1038 

If no identifier is passed, then the responding system is to respond with the data for ALL DERGroups. 1039 

This is the special “bootstrap” case that can be used to populate a system with DERGroup data so 1040 

that a basis for further transaction may occur. 1041 

 1042 

 1043 

Table 9 DERGroupQueries 1044 

DERGroupQueries contains 1-to-many EndDeviceGroup 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality  

Profile Attributes 

EndDeviceGroup EndDeviceGroup [1..*] See Annex B, 
EndDeviceGroup 

 1045 

A.10 DERGroupStatusQueries 1046 

This profile is used to request data about the status (power related) of a DERGroup. While the query 1047 

has the same structure of a DERGroupQueries profile, the response is with the DERGroupStatuses 1048 

profile.  1049 

 1050 

Table 10 DERGroupStatusQueries 1051 

DERGroupQueries contains 1-to-many EndDeviceGroup 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality  

Profile Attributes 

EndDeviceGroup EndDeviceGroup [1..*] See Annex B, 
EndDeviceGroup 

 1052 

 1053 

 1054 

A.11 DERGroupForecastqueries 1055 

This profile is used to query a system such as a DERMS, for data related to forecasts.  1056 

Table 11 DERGroupForecastQueries 1057 

DERGroupForecastQueries contains 1-to-many DERMonitorableParameter, 1-to-many DispatchSchdule, 
and 1-to-many EndDeviceGroup 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality  

Profile Attributes 

DERMonitorableParameter DERMonitorableParameter [1..*] See Annex B, 
DERMonitorableParameter 

DispatchSchedule DispatchSchedule [1..*] See Annex B, 
DispatchSchedule 

EndDeviceGroup EndDeviceGroup [1..*] See Annex B, 
EndDeviceGroup 

 1058 
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Annex B (Normative) Super Classes 1059 

These are classes that are used as attributes in other classes for constructing a profile.  1060 

 1061 

B.1 CurveStyle class 1062 

 1063 

Table 0-12 CurveStyle class 1064 

Core: CurveStyle 

Attribute Data Type 

constantYValue string = “constantYValue” 

straightLineYValues string = “straightLineYValues”  

 1065 

 1066 

B.2 DERCurveData class 1067 

 1068 

Table B-0-13 DERCurveData class 1069 

DERCurveData 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality 

intervalNumber Integer [0..1] 

maxYValue float [0..1] 

minYValue float [0..1] 

nominalYValue float [0..1] 

timestamp dateTime [0..1] 

 1070 

 1071 

B.3 DERFunction class 1072 

 1073 

The DERFunction class is used to share information with a requesting system about which 1074 

DER functions the responding system can support.  1075 

 1076 

Table B-0-14 DERFunction class 1077 

DERFunction  

Attribute Data Type Cardinality Comments 

connectDisconnect boolean [0..1]  

frequencyWattCurve boolean [0..1]  

maxRealPowerLimiting boolean [0..1]  

rampRateControl boolean [0..1]  

reactivePowerDispatch boolean [0..1]  

realPowerDispatch boolean [0..1]  

voltageRegulation boolean [0..1]  

voltVarCurve boolean [0..1]  

voltWattCurve boolean [0..1]  
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DERNamePlate DERNamePlate [1..1] See Appendix B 
DERNamePlate 
table 

 1078 

 1079 

B.4 DERMonitorableParameter class 1080 

This class is used to determine which capability is going to be dispatched and what interval.  1081 

Table 0-15 DERMonitorableParameter class 1082 

DERNamePlate 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality 

DERParameter DERParameterKind [1..1] 

flowDirection flowDirectionKind [0..1] 

yMultiplier UnitMultiplier [1..1] 

yUnit DERUnitSymbol [1..1] 

yUnitInstalledMax float [0..1] 

yUnitInstalledMin float [0..1] 

DispatchSchedule DispatchSchedule [1..*] 

 1083 

B.5 DERNamePlate class 1084 

This class is used to indicate which attributes are supported from the list of IEEE 1547 1085 

capabilities.  1086 

 1087 

Table 16 DERNamePlate 1088 

DERMonitorableParameter 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality Comments 

activePowerRating ActivePower [1..1] Active power rating 
at unity power factor 
(per IEEE 1547) 

overexcitedActivePowerRating ActivePower [1..1] Active power rating 
at specified over-
excited power factor 
(per IEEE 1547) 

overexcitedPowerFactor PerCent [1..1] Specified over-excited 
power factor (per IEEE 
1547) 

underexcitedActivePowerRating ActivePower [1..1] Active power rating at 
specified under-
excited power factor 
(per IEEE 1547) 

maxApparentPower ApparentPower [1..1] Apparent power 
maximum rating (per 
IEEE 1547) 

normalOperatingPerformanceCategory normalOperatingPerformanceCategory [1..1] See Enumerations 

abnormalOperatingPerformanceCategory abnormalOperatingPerformanceCategory [1..1] See Enumerations 

internationalIslandCategory internationalIslandCategory [0..1] String 

maxInjectedReactivePower ReactivePower [1..1] Reactive power 
injected maximum 
rating (per IEEE 1547) 

maxAbsorbedReactivePower ReactivePower [1..1] Reactive power 
absorbed maximum 
rating (per IEEE 1547) 
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maxActivePowerCharge ActivePower [1..1] Maximum active power 
charge rating in watts 
(per IEEE 1547) 

maxApparentPowerCharge ApparentPower [1..1] Maximum active power 
charge rating in watts 
(per IEEE 1547) 

nominalACVoltage Voltage [1..1] Nominal AC voltage 
rating in RMS volts 
(per IEEE 1547) 

maxACVoltage Voltage [1..1] Maximum AC voltage 
rating in RMS volts 
(per IEEE 1547) 

minACVoltage Voltage [1..1] Minimum AC voltage 
rating in RMS volts 
(per IEEE 1547) 

supportedControlModeFunction string [1..1] Supported Control 
Mode Functions (per 
IEEE 1547) 

manufacturerName string [0..1] Manufacturer Name 
(per IEEE 1547) 

modelNumber string [0..1] Model Number (per 
IEEE 1547) 

serialNumber string [0..1] Serial Number (per 
IEEE 1547) 

firmwareVersion String [0..1] Firmware Version (per 
IEEE 1547) 

 1089 

B.6 DispatchSchedule class 1090 

This class indicates the curve style and interval types for a given DERGroup dispatch.  1091 

 1092 

Table 17 DispatchSchedule 1093 

DispatchSchedule 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality Comments 

curveStyleKind CurveStyle [1..1]  

startTime dateTime [1..1]  

timeIntervalDuration integer [1..1]  

timeIntervalUnit TimeIntervalKind [1..1] See 
enumerations, 
Annex B 

DERCurveData DERCurveData [1..*]  

 1094 

 1095 

B.7 EndDevice class 1096 

The is used to identity an individual DER. 1097 

 1098 

Table 18 EndDevice 1099 

EndDevice 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality Comments 

mrID string [0..1] While a string, 
the string 
should be 
restricted to a 
GUID 

Names Names [0..1] See Names 
class in Annex 
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B 

 1100 

 1101 

B.8 EndDeviceGroup class 1102 

Used from the metering package in the CIM, EndDeviceGroup facilitates the management of 1103 

groups of EndDevices. Smart Inverters in the DER context, are types of EndDevices, so this 1104 

class is leveraged to manage groups of DER.  1105 

Table B-0-19 EndDeviceGroup class 1106 

Metering: EndDeviceGroup 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality 

status Status [0..1] 

type string [0..1] 

version Version [0..1] 

 1107 

B.9 EndDeviceGroup (Constrained) for Dispatches and Forecasts  1108 

Like the EndDeviceGroup class in A.12, this is used to identify the DERGroup. However, the 1109 

EndDeviceGroup in this use has an additional element: DERMonitorableParameter . In the 1110 

constrained version DERMonitorableParameter is required.  1111 

Table 20 EndDeviceGroup (Constrained) Dispatches class 1112 

Metering: EndDeviceGroup 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality Comments 

mRID string [0..1] While a string, 
the string 
should be 
restricted to a 
GUID 

DERMonitorableParameter DERMonitorableParameter [1..1]  

Names Name [0..*]  

 1113 

B.10 EndDeviceGroup (Unconstrained) for Dispatches and Forecasts  1114 

Table 21 EndDeviceGroup (Unconstrained) for Dispatches and Forecasts 1115 

Metering: EndDeviceGroup 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality Comments 

mRID string [0..1] While a string, 
the string 
should be 
restricted to a 
GUID 

DERMonitorableParameter DERMonitorableParameter [0..1]  

Names Name [0..*]  

 1116 

B.11 Names 1117 

 1118 

Alternative identifier to mRID.  1119 

 1120 
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Table 22 Names 1121 

Core: Names 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality 

name string [1..1] 

nameType NameType [0..1] 

 1122 

B.12 NameType 1123 

 1124 

This is used to indicate what kind of name is the Name in the Name class.  1125 

 1126 

 1127 

Table 23 NameType 1128 

Core: NameType 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality 

description string [0..1] 

name string [1..1] 

nameTypeAuthority string [0..1] 

 1129 

B.13 NameTypeAuthority 1130 

Authority responsible for managing names (of this type. 1131 

Table 24 NameTypeAuthority 1132 

Core: NameTypeAuthority 

Attribute Data Type Cardinality 

description string [0..1] 

name string [1..1] 

 1133 

 1134 

B.14 Status class 1135 

Table B-0-25 Status class 1136 

Status 

Attribute Type Cardinality 

dateTime dateTime  [0..1] 

reason String [0..1] 

Remark String [0..1] 

Value String [0..1] 

 1137 

 1138 

B.15 Version class 1139 

In the context of DERGroups, may be used to track changes when an individual DER has 1140 

been added to or removed from a DERGroup. 1141 
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Table B-0-26 Version class 1142 

Attribute Type Cardinality 

date dateTime [0..1] 

major Integrer [0..1] 

minor Integer [0..1] 

revision Integer [0..1] 

 1143 

 1144 

 1145 
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Annex C(Normative) Enumerated Classes 1146 

Enumerated classes are retricted lists of options. The base class is often a string data type, 1147 

but instead of allowing any string, restricts the string to a specific value.  1148 

abnormalOperatingPerformanceCategory enumeration class 1149 

This enumeration is used to indicate which abnormal operating performance category a DER may be 1150 

in.  1151 

Table 27 abnormalOperatingPerformanceCategory 1152 

abnormalOperatingPerformanceCategory (enumeration) 

Attribute Data Type 

CAT I String = “CAT I” 

CAT II String = “CAT II” 

CAT III String = “CAT III” 

 1153 

C.1 DERParameterKind enumeration class 1154 

Table 0-28 DERParameterKind 1155 

DERParameterKind 

Attribute Data Type 

apparentPower String = “apparentPower” 

activePower String = “activePower” 

reactivePower String = “reactivePower” 

highFilterBiDirectionalRegulation String = “highFilterBiDirectionalRegulation”  

lowFilterBiDirectionalRegulation String = “lowFilterBiDirectionalRegulation”  

highFilterUpRegulation String = “highFilterUpRegulation” 

lowFilterUpRegulation String = “lowFilterUpRegulation” 

highFilterDownRegulation String = “highFilterDownRegulation” 

lowFilterDownRegulation String = “lowFilterDownRegulation” 

increasingRampRate String = “increasingRampRate” 

decreasingRampRate String = “decreasingRampRate” 

voltage String = “voltage” 

 1156 

C.2 DERUnitSymbol 1157 

Table 0-29 DERUnitSymbol 1158 

DERUnitSymbol 

Attribute Data Type Comment 

A string = “A” Current in Ampere. 

Ah string = “Ah” Ampere-hours, Ampere-hours. 

As string = “As” Ampere seconds (A·s). 

Btu string = “Btu” Energy, British Thermal Unit. 

Hz string = “Hz” Frequency in Hertz (1/s). 

V string = “V” Electric potential in Volt (W/A). 

VA String = “VA” Apparent power in Volt Ampere (See also real power and reactive 
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power.) 

rhVAh String = “Vah” Apparent energy in Volt Ampere hours. 

VAr String = “VAr” Reactive power in Volt Ampere reactive. The “reactive” or “imaginary” 
component of electrical power (VIsin(phi)). (See also real power and 
apparent power). 

VArh String = “VArh” Reactive energy in Volt Ampere reactive hours. 

VPerVA String = “VPerVA” Power factor, PF, the ratio of the active power to the apparent power. 
Note: The sign convention used for power factor will differ between IEC 
meters and EEI (ANSI) meters. It is assumed that the data consumers 
understand the type of meter being used and agree on the sign 
convention in use at any given utility. 

VperVAr String = “VperVAr” Power factor, PF, the ratio of the active power to the apparent power. 
Note: The sign convention used for power factor will differ between IEC 
meters and EEI (ANSI) meters. It is assumed that the data consumers 
understand the type of meter being used and agree on the sign 
convention in use at any given utility. 

Vh String = “Vh” Volt-hour, Volt hours. 

Vs Strig = “Vs” Volt second (Ws/A). 

W String = “W’ Real power in Watt (J/s). Electrical power may have real and reactive 
components. The real portion of electrical power (I²R or VIcos(phi)), is 
expressed in Watts. (See also apparent power and reactive power.) 

WPerA String = “WPerA” Active power per current flow, watt per Ampere. 

WPers String = “WPers” Ramp rate in Watt per second. 

Wh String = “Wh” Real energy in Watt hours. 

deg String = “deg” Plane angle in degrees. 

degC String = “degC” Relative temperature in degrees Celsius. 

h String = “h” Time, hour = 60 min = 3600 s. 

min String = “min” Time, minute = 60 s. 

ohm String = “ohm” Electric resistance in ohm (V/A). 

ohmPerm  String = “ohmPerm” Electric resistance per length in ohm per metre ((V/A)/m). 

ohmm String = “ohmm” resistivity, Ohm metre, (rho). 

onePerHz String = “onePerHz” Reciprocal of frequency (1/Hz). 

therm String = “therm” Energy, Therm 

 1159 

C.3 FlowDirectionKind enumeration class 1160 

Table B-0-30 FlowDirectionKind 1161 

Metering: FlowDirectionKind (enumeration) 

Attribute Data Type 

none string = “0” 

forward string = “1” 

lagging string = ”2” 

leading string = “3” 

net string = “4” 

q1plusQ2 string = “q1plusQ2” 

q1plusQ3 string = ‘q1plusQ3” 

q1plusQ4 string = “q1plusQ4” 

q1minusQ4 string = “q1minusQ4” 

q2plusQ3 string = “q2plusQ3” 

q3plusQ4 string = “q3plusQ4” 
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q3minusQ2 string = “q3minusQ2” 

quadrant1 string = “quadrant1” 

quadrant2 string = “quadrant2” 

quadrant3 string = “quadrant3” 

quadrant4 string =” quadrant4” 

reverse string = “reverse” 

total string = ”total” 

totalByPhase string = “totalByPhase” 

q5 string = “inductive” 

q6 string = “capacitive” 

C.4 normalOperatingPerformanceCategory enumeration class 1162 

Used within the DERNamePlate class to indicate which normal operating cateogory the DER will 1163 

utilize.  1164 

Table 31 normalOperatingPerformanceCategory 1165 

normalOperatingPerformanceCategory (enumeration) 

Attribute Data Type 

CAT A String = “CAT A” 

CAT B String = “CAT B” 
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C.5 TimeIntervalKind enumeration class 1168 

Used in DERGroup forecasts profile to set the time context of a forecast.  1169 

Table B-0-32 TimeIntervalKind 1170 

TimeIntervalKind (enumeration) 

Attribute Data Type 

Y String = “Y” 

M String = “M” 

D String = “D’ 

h String = “h” 

m String = “m” 

s String = “s” 
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C.6 UnitMultiplier enumeration class 1172 

The unit multipliers defined for the CIM.  When applied to unit symbols that already contain a 1173 

multiplier, both multipliers are used. For example, to exchange kilograms using unit symbol of 1174 

kg, one uses the "none" multiplier, to exchange metric ton (Mg), one uses the "k" multiplier.   1175 
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Table 0-33 UnitMultiplier 1177 

UnitMultiplier 

Attribute Data Type Comment 

E string = “E” Exa 
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G string = “G” Giga 

M string = “M” Mega 

P string = “P” Peta 

T string = “T” Tera 

Y string = “Y” Yotta 

Z string = “Z” Zetta 

a string = “a” Atto 

c string = “c” Centi 

d  string = “d” Deci 

da string = “da” Deca 

f string = “f” Femto 

h string = “h” Hecto 

k string = “k Kilo 

m string = “m” Milli 

micro string = “micro” Micro 

n string = “n” Nano 

none string = “none” None (No multiplier) 

p string = “p” Pico 

y string = “y” Yocto 

z string = “z” Zepto 
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